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This is a work in progress title! Do not buy this game if you do not want to fund us!
This game is an open world sandbox game. Everything in this world is already changeable. The blocks are very small compared

to other games of this genre. Instead of 1 block per cubic meter we have 64 blocks per cubic meter.
What is currently missing (from what you might expect):

 Water simulation

 Multiplayer

 The AI is stupid and the monsters are placeholders

 Minecart or boat

What is already implemented:

 A C++ based game engine (we created our own engine)

 A lot of different block types (see wiki)

 Pregenerated landscape: You can start playing the game in seconds!

 Torches, lamps, camp fires (with dynamic shadows)

 Chests

 Doors

 Electric wires (LEDs, buttons, ...)

 Growing of plants and trees

 A bed
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 Weapons (stick, sword, pistole)

 Grids

 Paintings

 Signs

 Different types of landscapes

 Caves

 Fire simulation

 Heat simulation

 Crafting via recipes

 Simple monsters

 Voxel renderer

 Deferred Rendering System

 Day and night cycle

 Sky rendering system (physically correct)

 Master of materials (some blocks have submaterials)

 And of course such things as loading and saving do work. You can also die in the game, there is an inventory. When you
die you will drop your backpack.

If you unsure just check out the demo. What we should mention is that our landscape is finit and must be pregenerated. This is
no big deal as the game comes with a pregenerated landscape. You can instantly start playing the game. If you create a new

landscape this will take from 5min – 1 hour depending on the landscape size and your computer of course. We will not change
this as we want to implement certain features which are only possible with a finit landscape.

We are a team of talented developers and artists. The main developer has 2 university degrees in computer science (a diploma
and a master). The main artist has a master in biology. So we know what we are doing.

If you have the impression that in this description is something missing or if you feel the need to warn other people not to buy
this game contact us. As long as you can deliver facts we will add your argument to this description.

What you shouldn't do:

 Do not insult the developers, the game, the players or others (Yes we all know that we are completely stupid, that we are
garbage, that we are a shame for our university, that we should change our jobs, that this game is only a stupid clone, that
this is scum, that we are lying about our degrees, that we clicked this game in an editor in two days together, that I am a
college kid, that this game is crabby, should I continue?).

 Do not say that the price is not justified. You have no idea how much work we put in this project. Simply do not buy it!

 Do not give false information about this game (we see a difference in the graphics between this game and other blocky
sandbox games, other couldn't recognise this difference).
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 If you talk about how bad this game is and that it should be deleted, burned or something else you should have played
the demo and then say exactly what should be change. We will try to improve it.

 Do not post something again in the forum when we deleted it.

If you do not follow these rules we will delete your comment.

We understand that a lot of people simply tried to make money with such games and then never continued the development.
Originally we didn't marked it as Early Access to emphasize that you buy it as it and that you shouldn't buy this game if you are
unsatisfied with the current development status. Unfortunately a lot of people saw in this cheating which wasn't our intention.
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Title: StaudSoft's Synthetic World Demo
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
StaudSoft
Publisher:
StaudSoft
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32Bit , Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 (32Bit or 64Bit)

Processor: 2 Ghz (Dual-Core)

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL® 1.4 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4096 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible Sound Card

English
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I'd pay $5 for this game.

There's not much to it, its the kind of thing you would probably find on a flash dedicated web page, and while it has multiplayer
functionality there wasn't anyone on when I was playing, Sold PVP could make this a $10 game but as is I still recommend it as
a quick, casual, castle wars like game.. Why would you make this? Q.Q. Sluggish unintuitive controls, with repetitive music.. Its
a good game it just crashes because of Sound Error bug, otherwise i love the space combat. A very good surprise for me!

The art is really beautiful and cute, and the levels are all very different and interesting! There are challenging platformer levels,
fights, traps, enigmas... it's really a lot of fun!

definitely worth it!. Fantastic karting sim. I've raced both Rotax Senior and Shifter karts (at an amateur level) and I have to say
this is one of the most realistic simulators I've tried. It's going to be great practice for when I can't hit the track.

It would be nice to see some AI and some more online activity but for now racing solo against my ghost is a hoot. Oh and it's
even better when you turn off all of the aids!

Currently running it with the Oculus, Thrusmaster TX Wheel and Fantec Clubsport V3 Pedals. This is quite a weird "game", its
realy short, the music and art are absolutely beautiful.. good game but too short. It is a very beautiful game that shows things that
were not in the anime, but also some dialogues from the anime. As soon as I started the game I had already started crying that I
reviewed Asako :)

It's a bit sad that you can not take the entire Grisaia collection at once, because all the 11 games in total are almost 200 euros,
but they are worth more than just 200 euros for me.
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been playing this game for a while now including the other mods like (Modern Combat, Europe at war and great war mod etc)
and recently whenever i play COH it loads but then freezes at main menu ?????????????????????????????. cant lose friends if
you dont have any. First and foremost, I would like to state what a clever game this is. This is a text game, but also a choose-
your-own adventure of sorts. You are given 3 choices each turn, some of them with no great effect on the next outcome.
However, the choices are more often than not just as amusing as the outcomes of them. (There are even some gems in there for
you sci-fi fans like myself...If you are one, you DEFINITELY should check this one out!! ;) . ) For you achievement hunters: 
Make sure to do all four quests first...There is one guide on the achievements, and this was the main advice I can share without
spoiling anything more. There are some little tidbits and sprinkling of humor throughout the game that are sure to make
everyone smile. The writers have done a brilliant job, in my personal opinion, of tying things together nicely and keeping the
reader interested. This game is sure to give you the satisfaction of playing a short game, while entertaining you at the same time.
Big thumbs up for the not so "Impossible Quest"!! :) :) :). Dont get me wrong this game is amazing, but i feel it could use access
to the workshop or maybe some new options to the start menu. All of this would add so much more to the game and improve
this experience.. Waste of money. Repetitive missions, poor graphics, almost never updated.. Literally the best game I've ever
played. Finished in 6 hours.. My first time having sex was like my first time riding a bike.
My dad was behind me.

EDIT: My friend and I played this, trying to find something for us to enjoy together. There were several bugs, like being unable
to jump despite having energy left or using both a rifle and a pistol tandem. Overall we just didn't find the game that enjoyable,
which is completely subjective, so we decided to try something else.
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